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NEW YEAR
GREETINGS
speciﬁc research elements is chosen. A coherent set of
devices is available for research in the exhaust physics
and plasma facing component ﬁelds. is set includes
tokamak platforms like WEST, but also various linear devices and electron beam facilities.

T

he ﬁrst year of EUROfusion is behind us. It is a great
achievement that the Grant Agreement and the
Consortium Agreement are ﬁnally signed and that the
EUROfusion consortium is now in full swing. Many people – in the European Commission, in the Research Units
and in the Programme Management Unit – have been
working very hard to get EUROfusion put in place. Let
me take this opportunity to thank everyone involved in
setting up the new organisation. EUROfusion brought
with it considerable changes for its members, the European fusion laboratories. Instead of conducting their research in a rather independent way, they are now subject
to a more central guidance based on set priorities. It will
take time for all Research Units to ﬁnd their place within
EUROfusion and to optimise their contributions by making best use of their competences. e Programme Management Unit will fully support that process.

EUROFUSION MARKS THE BEGINNING OF
A NEW ERA. European fusion research is now more

eﬃcient. e European Fusion Roadmap, developed under
EUROfusion’s predecessor EFDA, sets the priorities for
our research. It is the central guideline used by Europe to
fund research projects. Within the new framework,
Europe’s fusion community also employs its infrastructure
more eﬃciently. While the Joint European Torus or JET
remains the most important fusion device for Europe’s
fusion researchers, EUROfusion also has direct access to
various national experiments. e medium-sized tokamaks, ASDEX Upgrade, TCV and MAST are part of the
EUROfusion tokamak programme. New is that the priorities for all tokamak research – experimental as well as
theoretical and modelling – are set in Europe-wide discussions based on the programme headlines deﬁned in
the roadmap. en the best experiment to execute the

2015 BRINGS EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES.

After a successful start with ASDEX Upgrade, EUROfusion
will phase the second medium-sized tokamak, TCV, into
its programme. At JET, 2015 and early 2016 will be ﬁlled
with experiments supporting preparation for the deuterium-tritium campaign planned for 2017. e European
fusion community is looking forward to the start of operation of Wendelstein 7-X, the world’s most advanced stellarator. Based on the results achieved in the ﬁelds of exhaust
physics and plasma facing components, an assessment
needs to be carried out close to the end of 2015 to judge
whether there is suﬃcient support for the construction of
a Divertor Test Tokamak, a device to test novel exhaust
concepts for application in the DEMO reactor.
e Power Plant Physics and Technology section of
EUROfusion have started the conceptual design of
DEMO. New is that a system engineering approach will
be followed and that industry participants will be involved
right from the start. One important activity planned for
2015 will be the deﬁnition of the high-level requirements
for DEMO, which will be carried out in close discussion
with various stakeholders like utilities, networks, and industries.
I wish you all a very good, successful, healthy and exciting
2015.
n

Tony Donné
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EUROfusion
OFFICIALLY
LAUNCHED
On 9th October 2014, the European Commission officially launched the European
Consortium for the Development of Fusion
Energy, EUROfusion for short. EUROfusion
manages the European fusion research activities on behalf of Euratom, which awards
the appropriate grant to the consortium.
“Europe sets the path to
commercialisation of fusion
energy.” Günther Oettinger
Pictures: Teamwork © Fred Guerdin

Robert-Jan Smits, Director-General of DG Research &
Innovation, and Prof. Sibylle Günter, Scientific Director of
Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics and Chair of the
EUROfusion General Assembly, signed the grant agreement
between EUROfusion and the European Commission.
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The launch of EUROfusion was celebrated in the heart of the
European Quarter, the Solvay Library.

MORE INFORMATION:
https://www.euro-fusion.org/2014/10/ribbon-cut-road-open/
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Another facility
for EUROfusion:

WEST
EUROfusion integrates the French fusion
facility, WEST, into its ITER Physics Pro-

gramme. The decision follows the recommendations made by the interna-

tional panel in charge of the evaluation
of WEST as a EUROfusion facility.

The WEST configuration (Picture: CEA)

W

EST stands for Tungsten (W) Environment in
Steady-state Tokamak. e device is currently being built by CEA via an upgrade of the Tore Supra tokamak. EUROfusion will use WEST as a facility to test socalled plasma facing components (PFCs), which line the
inside of a fusion reactor wall. Understanding the interaction between the plasma and the reactor wall surface is
not only important for the design of the wall components,
but also for deﬁning suitable plasma operating scenarios.
EUROfusion laboratories operate high heat ﬂux machines
to investigate the plasma facing components for ITER
and DEMO. With its unique ability to test actively cooled
PFCs in a tokamak plasma environment of long duration,
WEST complements these existing facilities bringing together ITER divertor high heat ﬂux technology and tokamak operation.

WEST is planned to start operating in the ﬁrst half of
2016. Up until 2017, WEST will operate with at least one
actively cooled ITER-like tungsten divertor sector. en
it will shut down to implement a full actively cooled divertor and restart in 2018. e 2016/2017 EUROfusion
campaign at WEST will focus on testing the power handling capabilities of the ITER divertor. is includes, for
instance, investigating sputtering and power handling of
damaged PFCs. Another task is the qualiﬁcation of diagnostic systems used to investigate plasma surface interactions.
n
MORE INFORMATION:
http://west.cea.fr
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WHAT WILL DEMO
LOOk LIkE?
FUSION IN EUROPE

THE FIRST STEPS TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR A
DEMONSTRATION FUSION POWER PLANT

How do you go about designing a power plant that uses a completely new method of gen-

erating energy, based on technologies for which so far only scientific experimental devices
exist? This is basically the point at which EUROfusion’s Power Plant Physics & Technology
(PPPT) Department begins the DEMO conceptual design.

C

urrent fusion experiments were primarily designed
to investigate plasma physics. However, DEMO must
demonstrate the necessary technologies not only for controlling a more powerful plasma than has previously existed,
but for safely generating electricity consistently, and for
regular, rapid, and reliable maintenance of the plant. e
design of such a plant must take account, not just of physics
requirements, but also of engineering and technological
limitations. Otherwise it may be, for instance, that the
power exhausted from the plasma is so high that it is not
possible to ﬁnd a material with suﬃcient heat-resistance
for the inner reactor wall. All relevant stakeholders like industry, safety regulators, utility, experts for public acceptance and others will be involved in setting what are called
the DEMO high-level requirements: what the plant must
demonstrate to the outside world to prove that fusion is a
viable power source. Prior to such discussions, however,
one must know the design space within which parameters
can be changed in order to fulﬁl these demands.

SIMULATING A FUSION POWER PLANT

Determining this design space is currently carried out with
the help of a systems code that simulates the entire power
plant. is code comprises sub-models for all plant components – the fusion plasma, systems for heating and current drive, the balance of plant (e.g. the electricity generation systems) and remote handling, the reactor wall blanket
including its functions for energy harvesting and, vitally,
tritium breeding, divertor or exhaust systems, magnets
and others. e systems code is self-consistent, meaning

6

that no sub-system is able to place demands that the other
sub-systems cannot fulﬁl. If one sets, for instance, a certain
plasma power, the system will issue an alert if this requirement violates the material heat stress limit set for certain
areas of the reactor wall and attempt to ﬁnd a new solution
– a diﬀerent size machine, for example – which can accommodate the thermal load.
e systems code is designed to execute very rapid calculations and therefore uses quite simple models for the
sub-systems. e key aspect is to simulate their interaction. “With our calculations, we provide a starting point
for others that model the isolated aspects and sub-systems
in more detail”, says Richard Kemp from CCFE. He works
with the PROCESS systems code, which has been used
for the European Power Plant Conceptual Study and which
is also used for the DEMO conceptual design.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Ultimately, DEMO design considerations begin with the
goal set in the Fusion Roadmap: DEMO shall demonstrate
production of electricity with a closed fuel cycle by 2050
– assuming that the ITER end of construction is not signiﬁcantly delayed. “Establishing realistic plant performance requirements and project development schedules is
expected to be a strong driver in the selection of the technical features of the device; favouring more conservative
technology choices for near-term solutions”, explains
Gianfranco Federici, Head of the PPPT Department. ITER
is the key facility in this strategy and DEMO design and
R&D are expected to beneﬁt greatly from the experience
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An artist’s impression of a fusion power plant based on the European Power Plant Conceptual Study.

gained with the ITER design process in the past and with
its construction and operation. e main performance
requirements, i.e. pulse length and power generation, are
combined with technology and physics boundary conditions, for instance for plasma power, divertor or magnets.
On the basis of these conditions, the systems code calculates a set of parameters, i.e. for plasma volume temperature and density, magnetic ﬁelds and for the heating and
current drive systems, and provide the input for more
detailed models. Any input parameters and modules of
the systems code which result in too much discrepancy
in these more detailed calculations, are subsequently reﬁned in an iterative process.
e design concept, which is currently under development,
foresees a plant which provides 500 megawatts of electrical
power to the grid and runs with a pulse length of 2 hours.
e selection of these values is supported by systems code
calculations that were carried out to explore the consequences of various combinations of electricity output and
pulse lengths on electricity costs, capital investment and
the inevitable uncertainty of machine performance.

Firstly, sensitivity studies are being carried out to determine
which parameters’ changes have the strongest inﬂuence
on the performance of DEMO. ese will test the robustness of the operating point. Secondly, lower scale assessments – e.g. of more parameters at a time, or a more detailed examination of still uncertain physics like the plasma
transport – are to be carried out in order to develop a
better understanding of the diﬀerent operating points considered and where technological or physics improvements
would have the greatest beneﬁts. Finally, the systems code
is used to investigate a more daring DEMO concept,
DEMO2. is study aims to show what would be possible
if DEMO was given extended development time allowing
the use of less mature technologies which would add some
more unknown factors to the design.
n
CONTACT AND INFORMATION:
Gianfranco Federici, Head of EUROfusion Power Plant
Physics and Technology
Richard Kemp, CCFE
R. Kemp et al.: “DEMO Design Point Studies”, IAEA 2014
Fusion Energy Conference contribution
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Helping ITER protect its vessel wall:

DISRUPTION MITIGATION
EXPERIMENTS AT JET

The ITER-Like Wall makes JET the best machine to investigate novel
methods for ITER.

O

ne focus of the last two experimental campaigns at
JET was to investigate methods that can be used to
mitigate disruptions. Disruptions are events during which
the plasma loses all its energy within a very short period of
time. eir eﬀects are more severe for fusion reactors with
a metal wall than they are for the traditionally used carbon
walls. Metal may melt when impacted by extreme heat or
by very intense particle beams. Furthermore, fusion plasmas in metal vessels contain fewer impurity ions and therefore radiate less energy. Consequently, the plasma must
lose its energy via alternative routes – often resulting in
strong heat loads and forces on the wall.

8
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e plasma-facing components (PFCs) of ITER are made
of the metals beryllium and tungsten and therefore ITER
must take great care to avoid or at least mitigate disruptions
in order to minimise repair down times. It falls on JET
with its ITER-Like Wall to investigate methods to demonstrate their ability to oﬀer eﬀective disruption mitigation
in ITER.

MASSIVE GAS INJECTION

One issue with disruptions in metal wall vessels is the
purity of the plasma and its resulting inability to lose energy
via radiation. Erosion, due to both physical and chemical
processes, causes atoms from carbon PFCs to enter the
plasma. ese impurity ions absorb plasma energy and radiate it. Metal walls erode less due to an almost complete
absence of chemical processes and thus the plasma lacks
radiating impurities. A suitable method of mitigating disruptions in metal wall vessels is therefore the injection of
large amounts of gas such as neon or argon. Once inside
the plasma, the gas ions enable energy radiation. If the gas
is injected just at the onset of a disruption, it helps to trigger
a more controlled, less powerful disruption. ere are currently two methods of massive material injection used in
tokamaks: Disruption Mitigation Valves which incorporate
large amounts of gas and the injection of large pellets which
are shattered against a target plate. JET employs the ﬁrst
method, using a fast valve developed at FZ Jülich, and currently features two such valves.

MITIGATING HEAT LOADS AND FORCES

Using one or two of these valves, JET carries out experiments designed to characterise the disruption mitigation
by massive gas injection. It has been found that the eﬀectiveness of this method decreases in plasmas with high
thermal energy content. Further experiments will be needed
to fully understand the reasons behind this. e radiation
hitting the ﬁrst wall is toroidally and poloidally asymmetric
due to the localised gas injection. is asymmetry can be
minimised by the simultaneous use of multiple valves. JET
will add a third valve next year which will thus allow further
investigation of this aspect. e forces resulting from socalled vertical displacement events, during which the

plasma shifts vertically, and halo currents, which develop
when the plasma touches the wall and which partly ﬂow in
the metal wall, have been reduced by massive gas injection.
However, the resulting fast plasma current decay leads to
larger eddy currents. ese must be controlled in ITER as
they can lead to unacceptably high loads on in-vessel blanket modules. Experiments at JET will continue to further
optimise massive gas injection for mitigating heat loads
and forces.

SUPPRESSING RUNAWAY-ELECTRONS

JET experiments have also investigated the eﬀects of a massive gas injection on the suppression of so-called runaway
electrons. ese very intense and highly energetic electron
beams develop during disruptions and can cause local melting of metal walls. e experiments have shown that a gas
injection just at the onset of a disruption can prevent these
runaways. ey have also shown that timing is critical: if
the gas injection is delayed, runaways occur. On behalf of
ITER, JET took these experiments one step further and
deliberately produced runaway electrons in order to ﬁnd
ways to eliminate them. However, a massive gas injection
did not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on an already developed
beam of runaway electrons. Similar observations have been
made in earlier experiments at smaller tokamaks. Now the
reasons for this eﬀect need to be investigated further.
Meanwhile the third mitigation valve that has been installed
and JET oﬀers even more ITER-like conditions for testing
the application of massive gas injections to mitigate disruptions and to suppress runaway electrons.
n
CONTACT AND INFORMATION:
Hans Rudolf Koslowski, Forschungszentrum Jülich
Lorne Horton, JET Exploitation
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SAFETY
AT THE HEART
OF DEMO DESIGN
ACTIVITIES
E

ven though fusion power relies on a nuclear process
and uses radioactive tritium as one of its fuels, it does
oﬀer excellent performance with regard to safety and the
environment. Importantly, there is no chain reaction since
a fusion plasma shuts down naturally in any abnormal
situation, there are only relatively low energies present to
drive an accidental sequence, and the radioactive inventories are well conﬁned by barriers already inherent in
the design.

But to fully realise the potential safety performance, care
must be taken to implement safety within the design.
Today fusion power is investigated in scientiﬁc experiments. ITER’s successor DEMO is the ﬁrst fusion device
which will be planned like a power plant. e DEMO design process is incorporating nuclear safety issues from
the very beginning of conception. at’s why, on 6th
November, engineers working on the conceptual design
of DEMO met with nuclear safety specialists to discuss
the safety requirements and their implementation in the
design. Around 30 people were present at the meeting,
held at KIT, with many more participating remotely from
the Research Units engaged in EUROfusion’s DEMO programme.

Safety and the environment is one of the eight missions
of Europe’s Fusion Roadmap and the respective project
called the meeting and invited all other groups working
on diﬀerent systems of the DEMO design, to submit their
safety questions and implications for design requirements
in advance. High on the meeting agenda were the safety
requirements designed to eliminate or minimise the risk
of radioactive material being released into the environment either during normal operation or theoretical accidents.
Discussions focussed on the extent to which diﬀerent
components in the DEMO design may contribute to the
conﬁnement of radioactive material, and on the targets
that will be set for maximum radiological doses, even in
extremely unlikely accident scenarios. Setting requirements that are both challenging yet achievable is a process
that must involve both the safety team and the designers
who are tasked with meeting the requirements. is meeting was an important step in the ongoing safety/designers
interaction that will continue throughout the design
process, thus ensuring the best possible safety and environmental performance of the DEMO plant.
n
Neill Taylor, CCFE
CONTACT AND INFORMATION:
Neill Taylor, CCFE
Gianfranco Federici, Head of EUROfusion Power Plant
Physics and Technology
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NEW MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUE
FOR DEMO DIVERTOR
COMPONENTS
KIT develops
industrial scale
production process
for tungsten parts

T

ungsten is the material of choice
for the reactor wall surface of ITER’s
successor DEMO. e divertor, where plasma
impurities and ash from the fusion process are removed,
is speciﬁcally exposed to extreme heat and particle ﬂuxes.
Tungsten is able to withstand such high heat stress, but it
is diﬃcult to process. e metal is extremely brittle and,
therefore, traditional machining methods such as milling
or turning are time consuming and expensive.
Powder Injection Moulding (PIM) oﬀers an alternative.
is process moulds a metal powder – mixed with a binding material – under high pressure into the desired shape.
After removing the mould, you have a part with nearnet-shape precision which does not require further treatment. PIM thus oﬀers a cost-eﬃcient method of mass
fabrication that will enable the production of extremely
precise metal parts at an industrial scale.
In the last ﬁve years, researchers at KIT have successfully
adapted the PIM process to be used with tungsten. ey
produced parts from a microgearwheel 3 millimetres in
diameter and with a weight of 0.050 grams, up to a 1.4 kilo
plate with the dimensions 60 x 60 x 20 mm. us the researchers not only demonstrated the suitability of the
PIM process for tungsten, they also showed its scalability
and its ability to produce complex shapes with great precision. Another advantage of moulded tungsten parts is
the isotropic characteristic of all material properties. Parts
machined from plates or rods do not feature such uniaxial
grain orientation and therefore do not oﬀer full placement
ﬂexibility.

IDEAL TOOL FOR JOINING MATERIALS

Another issue for DEMO is the joining of tungsten-materials with diﬀerent doping methods. Doping tungsten with

KIT researchers have produced various tungsten components using
Powder Injection Moulding. (Picture: KIT, Tanja Meißner)

titanium carbide or yttrium oxide enables a wide range of
tuning mechanical properties like ductility and strength.
Traditional joining methods like brazing would require
dedicated materials for the brazing process. KIT researchers
have developed a two-component PIM process which enables joints to be produced without any additional materials. KIT is currently developing the PIM process further
with respect to producing doted materials and with regard
to its suitability for mass production.

PROMISING TEST RESULTS

e tungsten parts produced by KIT have undergone heat
ﬂux tests at FZ Jülich’s electron beam facility JUDITH-1.
ermal shock and thermal fatigue tests have shown
promising results. e next step will be studies with respect to plasma-wall-interaction. Divertor parts manufactured for ASDEX Upgrade will be tested there in 2015.
Other parts are investigated at the test rig GLADIS at
IPP. e PIM process is very ﬂexible and allows a variety
of new designs and shapes. e tungsten PIM monoblocks
will be assembled into a divertor element and proposed
for tests in the WEST experiment in France.
n
CONTACT AND INFORMATION:
Steﬀen Antusch, KIT
S. Antusch, L. Commin, M. Müller, V. Piotter, T.
Weingaertner: Two-component tungsten Powder Injection
Molding – an eﬀective mass production process. Journal
of Nuclear Materials 447 (2014) 314–317.
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HANDLING EXTREME
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

Water-cooled tungsten mock-ups produced by CCFE and KIT: A spongy intermediate layer between the tungsten block and the copper alloy pipe insulates
the 200 degree Centigrade water coolant from the 1300 degree Centigrade hot tungsten surface. (Picture: JJ Cooper and Mathew Banks, CCFE)

CCFE and KIT develop a new water-cooled tungsten monoblock concept for the DEMO
divertor target. The work is funded within the EUROfusion DEMO divertor project.

L

iterally one of the hottest issues in developing the
demonstration fusion power plant DEMO is the reactor heat exhaust. Known as the divertor, it is the only
area of the reactor wall which comes into contact with
the hot plasma edge. e concept developed by CCFE
and KIT foresees a DEMO divertor target made up of
thousands of water-cooled solid tungsten blocks designed
to withstand the high heat and particle ﬂuxes from the
plasma.

TEMPERATURE DROPS BY 1000 °C

Within a distance of only about 7 mm between the tungsten
surface and the cooling water ﬂowing through a copper
alloy pipe, the temperature drops from around 1300 to
200 degrees Centigrade. Such a steep temperature gradient
poses a challenge for thermal insulation between the tungsten block and the copper alloy pipe. Furthermore, tungsten
and copper feature diﬀerent thermal distortions. As a result,
mechanical stress builds up at the tungsten-copper interface. e solution may lie in a suitable intermediate layer
placed between the two components.
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A SPONGY INTERLAYER

A CCFE team has been addressing this issue within CCFE’s
Technology Programme since 2011. Working with a collaborating team at KIT producing tungsten components, the
group came up with the idea that the intermediate layer
must be spongy. at way it is able to act as a thermal barrier and also accommodate the diﬀerences in deformation
of the tungsten and copper components. With the help of
an automated design process based on computer models,
they proposed an intermediate layer made from copper
threads forming a felt-like structure. Together with the
group at KIT, mock-ups were produced and tested in
CCFE’s laboratory.
e teams will develop their concept further within the
5-year EUROfusion divertor project. More design studies
will be carried out and divertor target mock-ups will be
produced and tested in the high heat ﬂux test facilities
operated by EUROfusion laboratories.
n
CONTACT AND INFORMATION:
Tom Barrett, CCFE

FUSION
IN EUROPE
INVITES Daniel Clery

DOES FUSION RESEARCH LACK DIVERSITY?
ose with just a passing acquaintance with fusion energy
can be forgiven for thinking it is a two horse race: either
magnetic fusion or inertial fusion will one day get the formula
right and achieve breakeven or ignition and the path to
power generation will be clear. For most of the 10 years I’ve
spent writing about fusion for Science magazine and other
publications – and writing a book about the topic – those
parallel tracks have been the focus.
Government-funded fusion researchers understandably concentrate on the technology that works the best. But the
monoculture we have today, with ITER being the focus of
much of the world’s fusion eﬀort, has its downsides. From
the point of view of the public and politicians, not much
has happened in fusion since 1997, when JET made its
record-setting DT shots, and not much is likely to happen
at ITER for another decade. is lack of eye-catching results
makes it hard to keep funders and fans interested – compare
fusion with the constant stream of discoveries made in astronomy and particle physics, for example.
e high cost of ITER has put a strain on fusion programs
everywhere. In the U.S., politicians cannot understand why
they are continuously pouring ever-increasing sums of money
into a project that is being (rather badly) managed overseas,
beyond their control. As a result, they keep funding low so
that the U.S. can neither maintain its commitments to ITER
nor keep a vibrant research community working at home.
Inertial fusion in the United States is in a similar bind. NIF
was built on the back of its utility for nuclear weapons testing,
but its cost was so great that other forms of inertial fusion –
direct drive, krypton-ﬂuoride lasers, for example – were
starved of funding. A 2013 report from the U.S. National
Academy of Science argued that, after NIF, the U.S. needed
to fund a diverse research program covering lots of diﬀerent
approaches, not back a single horse.
Some alternative approaches do struggle on. Other forms
of inertial fusion are still pursued at U.S. government labs
but with minimal funding. e world’s two largest spherical
tokamaks are both being upgraded and next year will see
the inauguration of the world’s most advanced stellarator.
While these are all important projects, the ﬁeld does appear
to lack diversity.
Earlier this year I decided to write about some of the private
companies that were trying to achieve fusion energy. ey
all seemed to be run by serious scientists, many of whom

once worked in government labs or universities. What they
had in common was an impatience with government-funded
fusion and its ﬁxation on tokamaks and lasers. Most of them
are working on concepts that were once investigated by publicly funded research, but passed over when results proved
unpromising. ey’re applying new technology and new
thinking to bring these approaches back to life.
It’s true that these companies tend to make wild claims about
what their devices will be able to do, but some have raised
millions of dollars from private investors and have devices
that show promise. Even large corporations are getting involved: U.S. defence ﬁrm Lockheed Martin announced in
October that it was working on a compact fusion reactor.
e articles I wrote about these private fusion eﬀorts have
got the biggest reaction from readers of almost anything
else I’ve written. eir tales of hardship, setbacks and breakthroughs appealed to people. Which led me to think, perhaps
it is time for mainstream fusion scientists to embrace these
alternative eﬀorts. Both sides could gain. e energy and
initiative of the private companies could give fusion a much
needed shot in the arm, and for them to take the next step
towards viability they will need much more money, and
could use support rather than disdain. Perhaps in fusion, as
in biology, diversity will promote health and vitality. And
you never know, one of them might actually work.
n

Daniel Clery is a journalist with Science magazine, the weekly journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
As deputy news editor
in the magazine’s Europe oﬃce in Cambridge, U.K., Clery covers physics, astronomy
and European science
policy. He has previously worked for magazines including
Physics World and New Scientist and has published articles
in the Financial Times, Popular Science, Cosmos, e European and Der Tagesspiegel. In 2013 he published A
Piece of the Sun: e Quest for Fusion Energy.
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FRANCESCO ROMANELLI bIDS
FAREWELL TO EUROFUSION
With a lecture on the subject of ”The Fusion Roadmap and the challenges of the
ITER era” Francesco Romanelli completed his tenure as EFDA Leader and EFDA
Associate Leader for JET on 28th November.

“To me, it would
make no sense
to close JET
in 2018”
Francesco Romanelli

A

s EFDA and JET Leader and interim Programme
Manager during the ﬁrst months of EUROfusion,
Francesco Romanelli was the driving force behind the
European Fusion Roadmap and had played a key role in
the re-deﬁnition of the fusion research programme in Horizon 2020. Interest in his presentation was so high that
not everyone was able to obtain a seat in the crammed
Hans Otto Wüster lecture hall at JET. In addition, many
viewers from all over Europe watched the broadcast online.
In his talk, Francesco Romanelli brieﬂy reviewed the history of fusion research since the 1960s. Looking back on
his time at JET, he made the audience smile when he
pointed out that “the average life-time of a JET director
was either seven months or seven years. I can claim to
have stayed the longest – seven years AND seven months.”
Summarising the merits of JET during his term, he concluded that “to me, it would make no sense to close JET in
2018.“ Romanelli recalled that in 2011, when the so-called
Wagner report recommended changes in the strategic orientation of the EU fusion programme, he saw the criticism
voiced by the paper as an opportunity. e creation of the
roadmap, he continued, “was purely driven by technical
consideration – consensus was achieved afterwards.”
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Romanelli also emphasised that the Commission granted
an exceptional 97 percent of the requested budget for the
Fusion Programme in Horizon 2020. He ﬁnished by thanking the many individuals and groups who made the
roadmap and the successes in JET happen.
Steve Cowley, Director of CCFE, reminded the audience
of Francesco Romanelli’s scientiﬁc career in theoretical
fusion science and his papers which are still highly important. “I have an enormous respect for Francesco”, he
said, “fusion owes him a great deal”. EUROfusion Programme Manager Tony Donné paid great respect to the
tremendous amount of work which had been done under
Francesco’s leadership and underpinned that “It would
be scientiﬁc suicide to close JET in 2018”.
Countless companions wished Francesco Romanelli all the
best and expressed their appreciation of the time spent working together. “Francesco is a strong leader with a vision. As
one of his direct collaborators, I have been always impressed
by his broad knowledge and technical skills and his tireless
dedication to achieve the set goals”, said, for instance,
Gianfranco Federici, Head of the EUROfusion PPPT
Department. “I wish Francesco all the best in future and I
am sure he will always strive to make fusion a success.” n
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EDMUND HIGHCOCk

YOUNG FACES OF FUSION –

E

dmund, congratulations on winning the EPS Physics PhD award!
What is your work about?
I am working on transport within the core of a fusion plasma. e loss of
heat due to turbulence is a major issue on the way to a fusion reactor. In
the last 15 years or so, a lot of work has been carried out on ﬂows in the
plasma and especially on those ﬂows that are faster in the centre than at
the edge. We have found that those ﬂows can reduce the turbulence level.
I was looking at the eﬀect of these ﬂows, asking whether they could be
used to eliminate the turbulence and under what circumstances this
might work.
What are you doing now, after your PhD?
I have a European two-year researcher fellowship sponsored by EUROfusion and will continue working at the
University of Oxford as a post doctoral researcher.
How did you come to fusion research?
Well, I had always been interested in fusion as an undergraduate. Imperial College, which is where I started my
PhD, had an open day on fusion and plasma physics PhDs.
I went there and found my future PhD position.
How did you hear about fusion in the ﬁrst place?
In Cambridge, where I did my undergraduate studies,
there was no fusion or plasma physics. I read about fusion
research in media like New Scientist and I knew about
the laboratory in Culham. But I had no idea that one
could actually do a PhD in fusion until I met a friend who
told me that he was going to that open day at Imperial
College.
Did you ﬁnd the expectations you had in your PhD
work fulﬁlled?
Well, I remember that I wanted to do a lot of mathematics
and that I learned quite quickly that I enjoyed computational physics more. I also found that, because plasma is
in general very complex and chaotic, you cannot only use
mathematics to get answers about how it behaves. You
need computational physics to solve these questions.

Picture: Ernst Fessler

Edmund Highcock is a Post
Doc at Oxford University. He
investigates ways to eliminate
plasma turbulence and was
awarded the European Physical
Society Plasma Physics PhD
award 2014.

What do you like most about your current job as a Post
Doc?
I very much like being able to direct my own research,
and I appreciate the fact that the Culham fusion laboratory
is just 10 minutes down the road. It makes it very easy to
talk to the people who actually run the experiments. It is
great to work with students, to help them and to watch
them making progress. I suppose what I like most is that
every single day I decide what I need to do and I do it.
ere is no routine, because whenever you solve a problem you never need to solve that one again. So every day
you have to think about a new problem, you never do the
same thing twice.
What are your long-term goals? Do you have a dreamjob for the far future?
At this moment, I am hoping to become either a university
professor and have a large group working in plasma
physics or to be working as head of theory in a major fusion laboratory. Who knows, that’s a long way away. n
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PLASMA RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY

OUT S TANDIN G

Simon Webster, European Commission, presents the Prize to Christian
Day. (Picture: SOFT2014)
From left: Patrick Mora, Edmund Highcock, Christoph Hollenstein
(Picture: Ernst Fesseler)

At its 2014 annual conference in Berlin,
the European Physical Society Plasma
Physics Division honoured three researchers for their outstanding scientific or
technological results

T

he 2014 Hannes Alfvén Prize was awarded to Patrick
Mora (Centre de Physique éorique, Palaiseau,
France) for “decisive results in the ﬁeld of laser-produced
plasma physics, in particular for illuminating descriptions
of laser light absorption in plasmas, electron heat transport
in steep temperature gradients and plasma expansion dynamics into vacuum”.
Christoph Hollenstein (Centre de Recherches en
Physique des Plasmas, EPFL, Switzerland) received the
2014 Plasma Physics Innovation Prize for “instrumental
contributions to the ﬁeld of Plasma Processes in Industry
and for his strong impact in spin-oﬀ activities of fusion
R&D”.
e PhD Research Award went to Edmund Highcock
(Oxford University, UK) for his thesis entitled “e zero
turbulence manifold of fusion plasmas”.
n
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“We are honoured to receive this prize, which promotes
our recent achievements in vacuum system development.
We see it as further motivation on our way to make
fusion energy happen. This prize goes to the whole team
behind this work.” Christian Day

KIT scientists Christian Day and
Thomas Giegerich win European
Prize for Innovation in Fusion

T

he two researchers are the ﬁrst recipients of the prize
launched by the European Commission to reward excellence in innovation in the fusion research programme as
well as the quality of the researchers and industries involved.
e prize was awarded during the Symposium on Fusion
Technology (SOFT) in San Sebastian on 30th September.
Christian Day and omas Giegerich were honoured for
their development of a new, economic vacuum pumping
process for DEMO called KALPUREX (Karlsruhe liquid
metal based pumping process for fusion reactor exhaust
gases). Christian Day also heads the EUROfusion Tritium,
Fuelling and Vacuum project for DEMO.
n
MORE INFORMATION:
http://www.itep.kit.edu/english/945.php
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RECORD
ATTENDANCE
for 4th FuseNet
PhD event

M

ore than 120 PhD students from a wide distribution
of European countries participated in the fourth
FuseNet PhD event that took place in Lisbon, Portugal,
from 18th to 20th November. is installment was organized by Instituto de Plasmas e Fusão Nuclear, IST, under
the umbrella of the FuseNet Association and with ﬁnancial
support from EUROfusion.
Since 2011 the annual PhD Event has been bringing together PhD students whose doctoral topic is associated
with nuclear fusion research and who are registered at a
EUROfusion member state or a FuseNet member university. Its goal is to enable students to disseminate their
research, develop a network of contacts and learn from
each other’s experiences. is goal was achieved this year
by a combination of social events, PhD student presentations, lectures by invited speakers, and student discussions.

e poster sessions were hugely crowded, but brought
lively discussions and a gave a nice insight into the current
topics of European PhD research. In the afternoon the students had the opportunity to visit the ISTTOK tokamak at
IST. Following a plenary talk on Communication in Science,
an Elevator Pitch Game trained the ability of the students
to explain their research and the importance of it to a general audience. Invited talks included topics ranging from
history of fusion research, ﬁssion, materials science and
alternative approaches to build a fusion reactor. e highlight of the event however, were perhaps the selected oral
presentations from the PhD students themselves, that provided examples of bright young students paving the way
towards the next generation of fusion professionals.
n
Mark Scheﬀer, FuseNet
MORE INFORMATION:
http://www.fusenet.eu/phdevent

DISCUSSING FUSION ENERGY
with teachers, students, and Euromouse

Karola Bald-Soliman, engineer at ASDEX Upgrade, with Euromouse –
the special guest at the IPP stand. (Picture: IPP)

E

uromouse, the mascot of Europa Park, a theme park
in Rust, Germany, was pleased to welcome IPP at the
Science Days for the ﬁrst time. e science festival took
place from 16th to 18th October. e participating science
organisations came not only from Germany, but also from

France, Switzerland, Austria, Palestine, Israel, and China.
Two out of the three event days were exclusively reserved
for school students and their teachers. “Such events are a
wonderful platform for mutual learning: Students are encouraged to try things hands-on – which is not only fun
but perhaps the most eﬀective way to learn. And attendants
can gather new inspiration for explaining complex topics
in the best possible way”, commented IPP Director Sibylle
Günter.
IPP was happy to welcome a large number of visitors at its
stand – students, who needed to report about experiments
they saw at the Science Days later at school or who were
speciﬁcally collecting information about nuclear fusion for
a school presentation; teachers for the STEM subjects
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, who had
already received material about plasma physics and fusion
research in a preparatory event and who now wanted to
discuss their questions with representatives of IPP.
n
Julia Sieber, IPP
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NEWS FLASH
Czech brochure on “The history
of controlled thermonuclear
fusion research”
e Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic published a brochure
reviewing the history of fusion science. e author, Milan Ripa from the
Academy’s Institute of Plasma Physics, describes the research activities
in the former Soviet Union, the UK and the USA before continuing with
more recent science undertaken after the year 1968 and in various countries. One entire chapter is dedicated to ITER.
Download the brochure: http://tinyurl.com/fusionhistory-download
Order the brochure: http://tinyurl.com/fusionhistory-order

LEGO scientists
at work
Strange things happen at the JET fusion experiment when the scientists
go home at night. e LEGO fusion
team takes over …
Watch this CCFE video to ﬁnd out
more: http://tinyurl.com/JET-Lego

CCFE scientist Fernanda Rimini designed the JET LEGO MOC. (Picture: CCFE)
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